-Have basic skills in a variety of different mediums.
-Gain a historical perspective for many of these mediums.
-Understand “Design” principles as they relate to 3-D / Sculpture projects.
-Be more creative. Creativity is enhanced through practice and experimentation. This means that being creative is a
never-ending process and takes effort. Each assignment is an experiment in creativity, one that is graded on effort, by
the use of specific ideals creatively.

-Students will be given opportunities to evaluate their own work as part of the Creative process.
-The student evaluation will periodically be reviewed and discussed with the student.
-There is also a list of basic requirements for each unit/assignment for which points will be given.
-For the conscientious student who not only completes the basics but puts in the time, effort and thought required
to produce Fine Art. Above average points will be awarded.
- Grading scale A+ 97%, A 93%, A- 90%, B+ 87%, B 83%, B- 80%, C+ 77%, C 73%, C- 70%, D+ 67%, D
63%, D- 60%, F below 60%.
-Late work can be turned in one week late with no deductions. After this time points will be taken away at teacher’s
discretion as per individual situation. Late work is to be done at home and not during class time.
-Citizenship will be based on attitude, behavior, preparation, care and cleanup of materials, and tardiness. I follow all
school policies and infractions will affect citizenship marks including: no food, drink (except water), no gum, and
tardiness. Class rules are to show respect for the teacher, for others, for property and for learning

There will be a simple research show and tell project. This is research and may require a trip to the library to use
books or their internet. Please help your student in this regard. This is the only homework assignment other than
bringing supplemental materials to aid project quality.
$15.00 for materials needs to be paid No later than________________________________________-thanks.
-A portion goes to keeping classroom sets of tools on hand.
-A small portion of this also goes to keeping tools in good repair.
-Students will receive materials needed for each unit at that time.
-Additional projects and tools will cost extra or materials can be brought from home to use with the equipment here.
CONTACT ME- WAHLQUIST 452-4640 JJJACKSON@WSD.NET

Parents are welcome. Please contact me to make arrangements. It’s fun seeing our youth
being creative.

3-D Design Disclosure Signature Form
2012-13
The disclosure statement for 3-D Design is printed online. Please go to the school website,
www.wjr.weber.k12.ut.us then hover your mouse over “Parent Services” and select “Disclosures” to
access this document. Please verify that you have read and understand the disclosure statement and
return this signed form with your student as soon as possible. Don’t forget there is an ART FEE of $15
Thank you,
Jeremiah J. Jackson jjjackson@wsd.net
_____________________________________

__________________________

____________________________________________
Student

________________________________
Date

Parent

Date

